
ONG BENG SENG BUSINESS PLAN

Husband and wife Ong Beng Seng and Christina Ong are one of Singapore's most influential couples. Ong is managing
director of Singapore-listed Hotel.

According to the Japanese, daughters provide a great opportunity for business families to cherry-pick a
successor. Fu's company, Kuo International, had started out as a timber and wax trader, before expanding into
the oil market as well. Ong also became an investor in Planet Hollywood, joining with Al Waleed in order to
rescue the troubled restaurant chain. In , the company's sales topped SGD million. They show that the
Singapore-based billionaire apparently showered Adeeb, his family, and Maldivian President Abdulla Yameen
with stays at luxury hotels in Singapore and the Maldives at the very same time that his company, Hotels
Properties Limited HPL , was expressing interest in the islands. Ong also extended an invitation to both Adeeb
and Yameen to attend the Singapore Grand Prix, an event he had founded that would be held that September.
As a researcher, I was curious whether mukoyoshi is beneficial to family businesses. Besides shoring up his
own shareholding, Ong reputedly increased his media presence, talking up HPL's prospects and thus its share
price, hence making it more difficult for Quek to acquire shares in the company. The Finish Line Even after
the islands were secured, Ong continued to show hospitality to the Maldivian politicians. Christina Ong,
meanwhile, had begun building up a portfolio of designer brandsâ€”including the Armani franchiseâ€”later
becoming known as the "Queen of Bond Street," given her extensive holdings in London's fashion center.
President Yameen did not respond to questions sent by reporters. Graduates from top universities who are star
employees of the family business or other elite companies are prime candidates. Ong and HPL have done
business in the Maldives since at least the turn of the century, and currently operate eight resorts in the country
under brands including Four Seasons and Holiday Inn. Singapore: Editions Didier Millet. Koh, T. In , HPL
was incorporated for this purpose. We observed that adopted heirs are twice as likely as natural heirs to have
degrees from elite universities known for merit-based admissions. Ong and the Fu family responded by
increasing their own holdings from around 20 percent to 43 percent, and were eventually able to retain control
of the group. Here, just 80 kilometers from the Maldivian capital of Male and its international airport, was a
true, unspoiled, honest-to-God island paradise. Daring to reach for the stars, and grasping them. The Straits
Times. They were presumably aware of this legal requirement.


